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Phagocytic cells in fish secrete antimicrobial peptides (AMPs)
such as piscidins, glycosaminoglycans such as heparin, and copper ions as first-line immune defenses. Recently, we established
that Cu2! coordination by piscidins 1 (P1) and 3 (P3) enhances
their antibacterial activity against membranes and DNA. Interestingly, we noted that physicochemical similarities exist
between both piscidins and other AMPs that interact with heparin and induce immune-cell chemotaxis through formyl peptide receptors (FPRs) involved in innate immunity. Thus, we
postulated that P1 and P3 interact with heparin and FPRs but
that these interactions distinctively depend on Cu2!. Here, we
investigate the interactome potentiated by piscidins, heparin,
FPR, and Cu2!. Utilizing FPR-transfected cells and neutrophils,
we demonstrate that both piscidins exclusively use FPR1 and
FPR2 to induce chemotaxis and that Cu2! reduces their chemotaxis induction. P1 is more effective at activating FPR1 than
P3 and other known AMP ligands. Furthermore, the expression
of Fpr2 on the surface of neutrophils is down-regulated by both
peptides. Copper conjugation of the peptides does not further
increase down-regulation, suggesting that the conformational
changes induced by the metal translate into reduced FPR efficacy without altering the binding affinity. Using surface plasmon resonance, we show that piscidin– heparin interactions are
Cu2!-dependent and reduced at the acidic pH of phagosomes.
Although heparin decreases the antimicrobial activity of
P3–Cu2!, it does not affect bacterial killing by P1–Cu2!. Copper’s effects on modulating the micromolar-range interactions
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of both piscidins with FPR and heparin suggest that the interactome of these distinct immune agents plays an important role in
innate immunity. The interactions between diverse host-defense molecules uncovered here may help inform the design of
novel therapeutics to treat immune-related diseases.

Animals constantly face various bacterial, viral, parasitic, and
fungal pathogens that cause infectious diseases. These threats
are managed by efficient defense mechanisms, including the
secretion of antimicrobial compounds through acidic granulocytes and mast cells (1–4). Particularly concentrated in tissues
directly contacting the external environment, fish mast cells
migrate to infection sites where they launch a first line of
defense by releasing the content of secretory granules containing bioactive compounds, including the powerful molecular
quartet composed of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs),4 glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), histidine-derived histamine, and copper
ions (1, 3–5). In this study, we investigated whether the chemical functionalities of these important host defense substances
enable molecular interactions that could be of biological relevance within the more complex interactome of immune cells.
AMPs are cationic and amphipathic host defense molecules
that can directly kill bacteria as well as perform immunomodulatory functions, such as AMP-induced chemotaxis of immune
cells, including mast cells (6 –11). The ability of AMPs to activate the immune cells that they are secreted from indicates that
they contribute to autocrine signaling within the immune
system (12, 13). GAGs are linear anionic polysaccharides
involved in various biological processes, including chemotaxis, cell– cell signaling, pathogenesis, and inflammation
(14). Histamine is a vasoactive histidine-derived neurotransmitter that regulates the immune response and is implicated
4
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Cu2!-dependent chemotaxis and heparin-binding by piscidin

in acute and chronic inflammation (1, 4, 15). In the phagosome, redox cycling of Cu2! results in the production of
powerful reactive oxygen species (ROS) that chemically
damage engulfed microbes (16, 17).
Given the cationic, amphipathic, and flexible nature of
AMPs, they experience interactions with a broad range of molecules from eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells. At the level of the
plasma membrane of pathogenic cells, AMPs readily associate
with their anionic phospholipids, leading to the formation of
secondary structures that are conducive to oligomerization,
membrane disruption or translocation, and ultimately cell
death through membrane permeabilization or intracellular targeting (8, 11, 18). On most cell surfaces, AMPs also interact
favorably with various types of anionic polysaccharides, including lipopolysaccharides (from Gram-negative bacteria),
teichoic acids (Gram-positive bacteria), and heparan-sulfate
(HS) GAG (animal kingdom) (19, 20). Importantly, GAGs can
modulate the activity of AMPs for an optimal window of antibacterial property in vivo (19, 21, 22). Although AMPs bound to
GAGs often have reduced antimicrobial activity due to lower
concentrations of free peptides, physiological conditions, such
as high ionic strength, release human cathelicidin LL-37 from
GAGs, making it more available for antimicrobial activity; however, cathepsin D and neutrophilic elastase act over time to
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cleave it, preventing it from building up to concentrations toxic
to host cells (22).
Because the direct bacterial killing activity of AMPs can be
inhibited by in vivo conditions such as high ionic strength, polyvalent anions, GAGs, and proteases, a new paradigm is emerging that the major function of AMPs may be their immunomodulatory effects, with GAG–AMP interactions playing
important and intricate regulatory roles (6 –10, 20). On the one
hand, GAGs on the surface of cells are known to attract chemoattractants, including chemokine-like AMPs, promoting
cell migration through the activation of G protein– coupled
receptors (GPCRs) (14, 23). On the other hand, AMP binding to
extracellular GAGs (e.g. HS) also has the consequence of releasing GAG-bound enzymes that can inhibit AMPs through proteolysis or entrapment in the GAGs shed from cell surfaces (19,
24, 25).
In an interesting twist, fish mast cells contain AMPs called
piscidins that have a distinctively high content of histidine
("15–20% of their content versus only 2% on average in AMPs)
(2, 4, 15, 26 –29). They exhibit an N-terminal copper- and nickel-binding (ATCUN) motif (XXH) that requires a histidine at
position 3 to coordinate the metal (27). These features are illustrated in Fig. 1 for the two isoforms from hybrid striped bass
that are featured in this study, piscidin 1 (P1) and piscidin 3
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Figure 1. Sequences of P1 and P3, and chemical structures of heparin and heparin-derived oligosaccharides and other GAGs. The peptide sequences
are shown at the top and the GAG structures at the bottom. Carboxyamidated piscidins, which exist naturally in fish, were used in our studies (see text for more
details). AA, amino acids.

Cu2!-dependent chemotaxis and heparin-binding by piscidin
Given that Cu2! binding to ATCUN-containing peptides
induces structural changes, and that physicochemical similarities exist between piscidin and other chemotactic AMPs that
bind GAGs, we postulated that P1 and P3 also induce cell
migration and bind to GAGs, but these effects have the distinctive hallmark of being copper-dependent. We tested our
hypothesis through the following experiments: 1) characterizing the ability of P1/3 to induce FPR1/2-mediated chemotaxis
and act as direct agonists of FPRs; 2) quantifying the strength of
the binding between various GAGs and P1/3; 3) identifying the
physicochemical basis for piscidin–GAG recognition; 4) determining the effects of Cu2! on the binding of P1/3 to GAGs, and
the ability of P1/3 to bind FPRs and induce FPR-mediated chemotaxis; and 5) investigating how heparin affects the antimicrobial activity of P1/P3 and the piscidin–FPR interactions.
Our results reveal the contrasted effects of Cu2! on the interactions of P1/3, two novel histidine-rich antimicrobial metallopeptides, with two subtypes of FPRs and heparin. We discuss
this novel effect of copper in the context of host defense and the
interactome of immune cells.

Results
Using FPR-transfected cells to test the chemotactic activity of
P1 and P3 through FPR1 and FPR2 in the presence and
absence of Cu2!
Because P1 and P3 have structural and functional similarities
with LL-37 and pleurocidin, which have been reported as chemotactic ligands for FPRs, we tested the possibility that piscidin
may also show chemotactic activity through FPRs, including
FPR1 and FPR2. Fig. 2 displays the results obtained using FPRtransfected cell lines and control cells. The FPR-transfected
cells migrated in response to P1 and P3 in a dose-dependent
fashion. The response curves are bell-shaped and at high piscidin concentrations, and the cell migration decreases, which is
consistent with the trends observed when saturation conditions
are reached. The specificity of P1 and P3 for FPR1 and FPR2 is
confirmed by the absence of response from the HEK293 cells,
which lack both FPR receptors.
In terms of chemotactic effectiveness, statistically significant
FPR1/2-mediated cell migration was observed starting at 2.5
"M P1 and P3, with P1 triggering maximal chemotactic index
(CI) values higher than with P3. Specifically considering FPR2mediated chemotaxis, concentrations of P1 and P3 between 2.5
and 5 "M showed activity equal to 1 "M MMK1 (positive control), thus demonstrating the strong FPR2-agonistic effects of
both AMPs. On FPR1-transfected cells, P1 and P3 also had
potent activity compared with the natural agonist used as a
positive control, N-formylmethionyl-leucyl-phenylalanine (fMLF).
In particular, P1 and fMLF at 1 "M exhibited a similar level of
chemotactic activity.
When P1 and P3 were first complexed with Cu2! before
being used in the chemotactic assays, a significant reduction in
their cell migration activity was observed over a range of concentrations, with the exception that Cu2! did not significantly
affect the chemotactic activity of P3 at 2.5 "M. Thus, when P1
and P3 are unmetallated rather than metallated, they are more
effective at inducing chemotaxis through FPR1 and FPR2.
J. Biol. Chem. (2018) 293(40) 15381–15396
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(P3). These two homologs, along with piscidin 2 (P2) that has
the same sequence as P1 except for an arginine to lysine substitution at position 18, were the first AMPs discovered in the
mast cells of animals (2). They were isolated in both carboxyamidated and noncarboxyamidated forms (2). Subsequently,
piscidins were discovered in other bony fish (e.g. cod, tilapia,
mandarin fish, and seabream) (30 –33). As host-defense peptides, they play a crucial role in protecting fish in their challenging natural environment (2, 15, 26, 29 –31). Typically found in
the granules of circulating phagocytic mast cells and acidic
granulocytes, they are up-regulated at times of pathogenic
infections at the blood– brain barrier and near mucus-covered
epithelial and luminal surfaces (1, 5, 15, 31, 34). Piscidins eradicate bacteria both extracellularly upon degranulation (basic
pH) and intracellularly through phagocytosis (acidic pH) (4,
15). In addition to their pH adaptability, they are also salt-resilient (28, 35).
P1 and P3 represent an interesting duo of AMPs because they
are homologous and exhibit direct antimicrobial activity in
vitro (2, 27, 28, 36) but differ significantly in their expression
profiles, biological activities, and mechanisms of action (2, 37,
38). P3, which is much less hemolytic than P1 (EC50 of 30 and
300 "g/ml for P1 and P3, respectively (2)), is typically more
highly expressed in vascularized tissues (37). P1, the isoform
that is more membrane-active on model lipid bilayers and bacterial cell membranes (38), kills planktonic bacteria more
quickly and effectively than P3, the homolog that is more DNAdisruptive (respective minimum inhibitory concentration
(MIC) of 4 and 8 "M on Escherichia coli) (27). However, P3 is
more potent on persister cells and biofilms due to its enhanced
ability to synergize its effects with Cu2! to form ROS that nick
DNA (27). Through atomic-level studies, we previously showed
that P1 and P3 adopt amphipathic !-helical structures bound to
lipid bilayers and DNA, and thus use a common structural
motif to bind two different types of anionic targets (27, 39).
In addition to its direct antimicrobial effects, P1 has antiinflammatory and anesthetic effects that have been associated
with down-regulating inflammatory substances (e.g. TNF! and
nitric-oxide synthase) on macrophages (40, 41). However, the
underlying mechanism, including the identity of a membrane
receptor for piscidin, has not been investigated. P1 also neutralizes the septic effects of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) (41).
Although the chemotactic effects of P1 and P3 are unknown,
pleurocidin, an evolutionarily related family of fish AMPs, activates mast cells and induce pro-inflammatory effects through a
mechanism that involves formyl peptide receptor 2 (FPR2) (13).
LL-37, a peptide structurally similar to piscidin and present
in human mast cells, also activates FPR2, inducing mast cell
degranulation and chemotaxis (42). This GPCR is a pattern recognition receptor implicated in important immune functions,
such as chemotaxis, degranulation, and adhesion of immune
cells (13, 43– 45). Its activation can result in both pro- and antiinflammatory effects. As a result, it has become an important
drug development target to treat various diseases linked to
chronic inflammation, such as cancer and neurological disorders (43–45). More recently, two AMPs were found to act as
agonists of FPR1 (46). In addition to their roles in host defense,
FPRs are also expressed on neural cells (47–49).

Cu2!-dependent chemotaxis and heparin-binding by piscidin

Ability of P1 and P3 to activate Fpr1/2-mediated chemotaxis in
neutrophils
To investigate the biological relevance of the cell migration
effects induced by P1 and P3 in FPR1/2-transfected cells, we
tested the ability of the peptides to induce the chemotaxis of
neutrophils cells. We used bone marrow neutrophils from WT,
Fpr1, Fpr2, and Fpr1/2 knockout (KO) mice (the Fpr notation
indicates that murine rather than human receptors were used).
As shown in Fig. 3, both P1 and P3 induced significant migration of WT mouse neutrophils, which express not only Fpr1
and Fpr2 but also other GPCRs. There was a substantial
decrease in the responses of neutrophils from the Fpr2 KO mice
(these cells lack Fpr2 but not Fpr1). To a lesser extent, and in
agreement with the results obtained with the FPR1/2-transfected cells (Fig. 2), neutrophils from Fpr1 KO mice also
showed decreased chemotaxis in response to P1 and P3.
Because chemotaxis was not abolished when cells from single
KO mice were used, we cannot rule out that the observed chemotactic effects of the peptides are partly due to the activation
of other receptors or the transactivation of other receptors by
the remaining Fpr (50). We thus tested the peptides on neutrophils from Fpr1/2 double KO mice. Given that these cells completely lost chemotaxis responses to P1 and P3, we conclude
that P1 and P3 exclusively utilize Fpr1 and Fpr2 receptors to
induce chemotaxis in mouse neutrophils. Overall, these results
show the following: (i) primary mouse neutrophils are chemoattracted by P1 and P3; (ii) Fpr2 is preferentially used by P1
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and P3 as a chemotactic receptor; (iii) to a lesser extent, both P1
and P3 also activate Fpr1; and (iv) Fpr1 and Fpr2 in mouse
neutrophils are the sole chemotactic receptors for P1 and P3,
which are thus dual agonists of these two receptors.
Effect of piscidin on the expression of Fpr2 on the surface of
neutrophils
To cross-validate that piscidin has direct agonistic ligand
effects on FPRs and to gain insights into the mechanism that
leads to reduced chemotaxis when P1–Cu2! and P3–Cu2! are
used, we complemented our chemotaxis experiments with an
assay measuring the expression of Fpr2 on the surface of neutrophils. We focused on Fpr2 because it responds more strongly
than Fpr1 to P1/3. Agonist-dependent desensitization of chemotactic GPCRs is a typical process that allows cells to control
receptor signaling by down-regulating their cell-surface
expression and internalizing the complex they form with the
ligand molecules on the membrane surface (51). Importantly,
the magnitude of the down-regulation relates to the strength of
the ligand–receptor-binding affinity. By detecting the expression of Fpr2 on the surface of neutrophils in the presence of
piscidin, it is thus possible to examine its agonist effects under
varying conditions, such as the presence of Cu2!. To investigate
how Cu2! affects the piscidin-induced down-regulation of
Fpr2, we utilized neutrophil cells from WT mice and exposed
them to 1 "M fMLF, 1 "M P1/P3, or 1 "M P1/P3 plus 1 "M Cu2!.
The cells were then exposed to an anti-mouse Fpr2 antibody to
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Figure 2. Chemotactic activity of P1 and P3 with or without conjugation of copper (Cu) for human HEK293 cells and rabbit basophil leukemia cell line
RBL transected with human FPR2 and FPR1. Different concentrations of P3 or P3 in a 1:1 molar ratio with Cu2! in 27 "l of assay medium (per well) were
seeded in the lower wells of the chemotaxis chamber. Cell suspensions(1.8 # 106 ml, 50 "l/well) were placed in the upper wells. The upper and lower wells were
separated by 10 "m-pore size polycarbonate filters. After incubation at 37 °C for 240 min, the filters were harvested, and migrated cells were counted under
light microscopy. The results are expressed as the mean ($S.D.) of the chemotaxis index (CI), denoting the fold increase in migrated cells in response to
stimulants versus control (C). The control consisted of the media used to assay the cells (cells responded in the presence of assay medium only). The experiments were performed at least three times in triplicate, with a representative set of triplicates being shown. W peptide (W), MMK-1 (M), and fMLF (f) were used
as positive controls for FPR1/2, FPR2, and FPR1 activation respectively. * indicates significantly increased cell responses to chemoattractants compared with the
control (p % 0.01).

Cu2!-dependent chemotaxis and heparin-binding by piscidin

Kinetic measurements of piscidin– heparin interactions
tag the Fpr2 receptors. An anti-mouse IgG conjugated with
(R)-phycoerythrin (PE) was used to mark the Fpr2 receptors
with the PE red-fluorescent probe. Detection was performed
using flow cytometry.
The results of the cell-surface expression assay of Fpr2 are
shown in Fig. 4. Strong down-regulation of Fpr2 was observed
in the presence of fMLF, a cognate ligand for the receptor. P1/3
also led to a significant reduction in Fpr2 expression, therefore
cross-validating the mechanistic result from the chemotaxis
assays with neutrophils and transfected cells that both peptides
are Fpr2 ligands. The decrease in Fpr2 expression was lower
with P1/3 than fMLF, an indication that fMLF has a stronger
affinity for Fpr2 than P1/3. Addition of Cu2! to P1/3 did not
induce a statistically significant change in Fpr2 expression.
Thus, Cu2! does not affect the affinity of P1/3 for Fpr2. Because
chemotaxis is affected by Cu2!, the metal appears to affect the
efficacy and biological activity of the receptor without affecting
the binding affinity of P1/3 as ligands. Altogether, the chemotaxis and expression results reveal that a direct agonistic
ligand interaction takes place between P1/3 and Fpr2. They also
suggest that the structural changes induced by the binding of
Cu2! at the N-terminal end of piscidin do not affect ligand–
receptor-binding affinity but result in reduced receptor efficacy. The conformational changes taking place when the
ATCUN motif of P1/3 coordinates Ni2! were noticed in our
previous study (27).

Because GAGs regulate the direct antimicrobial activity of
AMPs and cell-surface GAGs help establish chemoattractant
gradients, we investigated by surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
the interactions of P1 and P3 with various GAGs, starting with
heparin. Kinetic measurement of P1– heparin and P3– heparin
interactions were carried out using a sensor chip with immobilized heparin. Sensorgrams of P1– heparin and P3– heparin
interactions are shown in Fig. 5. They were fit globally to obtain
apparent on (ka) and off (kd) rate constants for the binding
equilibrium (Table 1), using the BiaEvaluation software and
assuming a 1:1 Langmuir model. The dissociation constants,
Kd, show that P1 (9.31 "M) has stronger affinity for heparin than
P3 (46.9 "M) by a factor of 5.
Solution competition study on the interaction between heparin (surface) and piscidin in complex with heparin-derived
oligosaccharides (in solution) using SPR–solution/surface
competition experiments were performed by SPR to examine
the effect of saccharide chain size of heparin on the piscidin–
heparininteractions.Differentsizesofheparin-derivedoligosaccharides (from dp4 to dp12) were used in the competition study
(Fig. 6). The same concentration (1 "M) of heparin oligosaccharides was present in all of the interaction solutions used in these
experiments.
For P1, comparable competition effects were observed when
1 "M tetrasaccharides and hexasaccharides (dp 4 and dp6) were
present in the assay. When the size of the oligosaccharide
increased to eight saccharides, an obvious decrease in the bindJ. Biol. Chem. (2018) 293(40) 15381–15396
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Figure 3. Chemotactic activity of P1 and P3 on neutrophils. Bone marrow
neutrophils from WT, Fpr1, Fpr2, and Fpr1/2 KO mice were used to examine
the chemotactic activity of P1 and P3 using an experimental setup similar to
that described for the HEK293 cells. The results are expressed as the mean
($S.D.) of the chemotaxis index (CI), denoting the fold increase in migrated
cells in response to stimulants versus control (C), which consisted of the
medium used to perform the assay (cells responded in the presence of only
the medium). The experiments were performed three times in triplicate, with
a representative set of triplicates being shown. W peptide (W), a chemotactic
peptide activating both Fpr1 and Fpr2, was used as a positive control. *
denotes significantly increased neutrophil responses to P1 and P3 compared
with the control (p % 0.05).

Figure 4. Effects of piscidin on the expression of Fpr2 on the surface of
neutrophils. Bone marrow neutrophils isolated from the femurs of WT mice
were exposed to 1 "M fMLF, 1 "M P1/3 (P1/3), or 1 "M P1/3 ! 1 "M Cu2!. The
cells were then treated with anti-CD16/32 mAb to eliminate nonspecific binding of mAb to Fc#II/IIIR, followed by incubation with an anti-mouse Fpr2 mAb
and a goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated with PE. Flow cytometry was performed to analyze the cells. The experiments were performed three times in
triplicate, with a representative set of triplicates being shown and the S.D.
calculated using the data from the triplicates. In each panel for the chosen
representative set, the expression is indicated as a percentage relative to the
PBS/Anti-Fpr2/PE control that was obtained over the triplicates. Incubation
with fMLF significantly reduced the expression of Fpr2 on the neutrophils
(p % 0.05). Both P1 and P3 also significantly reduced Fpr2 expression on the
cell surface (p % 0.05). Conjugation with Cu2! slightly reduced the capacity of
P1 and P3 to down-regulate Fpr2 on the surface of neutrophils, but the
change was not statistically significant.

Cu2!-dependent chemotaxis and heparin-binding by piscidin
displayed in Fig. 7. For both P1 and P3, heparin in solution
produced the strongest inhibition because it reduced the signal
bound to the immobilized heparin by more than 90% (p % 0.005
compared with the buffer control). When chondroitin sulfate B
(CSB) and chondroitin sulfate E (CSE) were premixed with P1
and P3, weak to modest inhibitory activities ("15 and 40%,
respectively) were observed, with only CSE giving rise to a p %
0.05 when compared with the buffer control. No inhibitory
effects were observed for HS, chondroitin sulfate A (CSA),
chondroitin sulfate C (CSC), chondroitin sulfate D (CSD), and
keratan sulfate (KS).
Effects of physiological conditions on the interaction between
heparin and piscidin

ing of P1 to immobilized heparin was observed (Fig. 6, A and B).
This variation indicates that the interactions between P1 and
heparin are chain length– dependent, and the minimum heparin oligosaccharide chain length needed for competitive binding of P1 to the surface of heparin is eight saccharides.
For P3, no consistent competition effects were observed
when 1 "M tetrasaccharides, hexasaccharides, and octasaccharides were present in the P3 solution. However, when the oligosaccharide chain length grew to 10 saccharides, the binding
of P3 to the surface heparin started dropping in a consistent
manner (Fig. 6, C and D). These results indicate that similarly to
P1, the interactions between P3 and heparin are chain length–
dependent, but the binding of P3 to heparin fragments has a
threshold of 10 saccharides. Given that the binding of P1 to
heparin features a higher binding affinity constant and a shorter
oligosaccharide chain length requirement compared with P3,
P1 and P3 must use different binding modes to interact with
heparin.
SPR solution competition study of various GAGs with piscidin
The SPR competition assay was also utilized to determine the
binding preference of piscidin to various long-chain GAGs (Fig.
1). The peptides were premixed with the GAGs in solution
before being flown on the heparin biochip. The competition
sensorgrams and bar graphs of the GAG competition levels are
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Antimicrobial activity of piscidin in the presence of copper and
heparin
To determine the effects of heparin on the antimicrobial
activity of P1 and P3, we performed inhibitory assays on Bacillus cereus (ATCC 4342) using the peptides in the absence and
presence of 1 "M heparin, a concentration relevant to physiological conditions (e.g. wound and bronchoalveolar lavage fluids) (22, 53). As shown in Fig. 11, P1 is much more antimicrobial
than P3, in agreement with previous studies (2, 27, 36). Indeed,
over a series of peptide concentrations (1, 5, 10, and 20 "M), P1
inhibits the growth of B. cereus partly (45%) at 1 "M and fully at
5 "M. In contrast, it takes 20 "M P3 to reach full inhibition.
These values agree well with those previously obtained on
another strain of B. cereus (ATCC 25923) because 2 "M P1 and
10 "M P3 fully inhibited the growth of this strain (36). The data
in Fig. 11 also corroborate our earlier finding that the antimi-
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Figure 5. SPR sensorgrams of heparin–P1 and heparin–P3 interactions.
A, P1. B, P3. Concentrations of P1 and P3 (from top to bottom) are 10, 5, 2.5,
1.25, and 0.63 "M, respectively. The black curves are the fits obtained with
models from the BIAevaluate 4.0.1 software. Three independent experiments, each consisting of five injections, were performed. One representative
data set is displayed here. Table 1 gives the statistical analysis of the results
leading to the determination of the dissociation constants (Kd) for the P1/3–
heparin interactions.

To assess the effects of varying physiological conditions on
the piscidin– heparin interactions, binding buffers with various
pH values (pH 5.5 and 7.4 to cover the range encountered by
piscidin in vivo), NaCl concentrations (150 mM as a control and
250, 500, and 1,000 mM NaCl), and Cu2! concentrations (10
and 5 mM CuSO4) were used in the SPR experiments. When
Cu2! was tested, no EDTA was used in the buffer to ensure that
free copper was available for binding to the peptides. The
results of these experiments are shown in Figs. 8 –10. The highest salt concentration (1,000 mM NaCl) fully inhibited the binding of P1 and P3 to heparin, suggesting that the binding is primarily electrostatically driven. Acidic pH conditions (pH 5.5)
reduced the binding of P1 and P3 to the heparin-functionalized
sensor compared with pH 7.4; however, the resonance units
remained at levels greater than half of those obtained at pH 7.4.
Given the average pKa of histidine is around 6.0 (52), lower
cationicity due to neutral histidines at pH 7.4 must be implicated in the improved heparin recognition. Finally, the addition
of CuSO4 reduced the binding of P1 on heparin, but P3 experienced increased binding. Because that piscidin binds Cu2!
through its ATCUN motif (27), structural changes taking place
at the N terminus upon metallation must affect heparin recognition. Given that the oligosaccharide competition experiments show that P1 and P3 feature different modes of interactions with heparin, the results obtained with Cu2! imply that
residues at the N-terminal ends of P1 and P3 play a role in
differentiating the heparin-binding behaviors of P1 and P3.

Cu2!-dependent chemotaxis and heparin-binding by piscidin
Table 1
Summary of kinetic data of heparin–piscidin interactions
The data with $ in parentheses are the standard deviations (S.D.) from global fitting of five injections using a 1:1 Langmuir model, with Kd & kd/ka. The experiments were
repeated three times.
Interactions

ka (M"1 s"1)

kd (s"1)

Heparin–P1

1300 # 104 ($4.7 # 102)

0.121 ($2 # 10'3)

9.31 # 10'6 ($5.1 #10'7)

Kd (M)

Heparin–P3

3.20 # 103 ($1.6 # 102)

0.150 ($3 # 10'3)

4.69 # 10'5 ($3.3 #10'6)

crobial activity of P3 is more sensitive to Cu2! than that of P1
(27). This effect is more straightforward to detect when bacteria
are grown on a medium that has low levels of Cu2! (as is the
case with TSB used here) (54, 55) or is depleted in Cu2! (as was
the case with the M9 media used in our earlier work) (27).
Indeed, Fig. 11B shows a 2-fold improvement in bacterial killing
potency upon metallation of P3 because it takes only 10 "M
P3–Cu2! rather than 20 "M P3 to achieve full inhibition. The
lower sensitivity of P1 may be due to several reasons, including
that it takes much less P1 than P3 to kill bacteria and the background of copper that exists in TSB may be enough to (partially)
metallate P1. Indeed, when bacteria were grown in the M9
media, clear benefits could be detected when P1 was pre-metallated before addition to the bacteria (27). It is also important
to note that P1 and P3 have different mechanisms of action, and
P3 relies heavily on Cu2! to form ROS and nick DNA, whereas
the major damaging effects of P1 relate to its ability to physically
disrupt bacterial membranes. To a lesser extent, it also uses
ROS to inflict covalent damage to unsaturated phospholipids
and DNA (27).
In the presence of 1 "M heparin, 1 "M P1 is about 10% less
active (p % 0.05). At higher concentrations of P1, heparin has

no effect. However, the activity of P3 is dramatically affected by
heparin. At intermediate peptide concentrations, P3–Cu2! is
more affected by heparin than P3. Indeed, heparin reduces the
bacterial growth inhibitory effects of 5 "M P3 and P3–Cu2! by
about 15 and 55%, respectively (p % 0.01). We also observe that
when P3–Cu2! is almost completely inhibitory at 10 "M, the
addition of heparin abolishes its antimicrobial activity by nearly
80% (p % 0.01). These data agree with the observation that
P3–Cu2! binds heparin more strongly than P3, making less of it
available for antimicrobial action. However, as the concentration of P3–Cu2! reaches 20 "M, it starts overcoming the inhibitory effects of heparin, whereas the activity of P3 remains dramatically inhibited by heparin. Thus, even though Cu2! leads
to enhanced heparin trapping of the peptide, the metallated
form of the peptide is nevertheless more successful at achieving
full bacterial growth inhibition in the presence of heparin.
Effect of heparin on the ability of piscidin to activate
Fpr2-mediated chemotaxis in neutrophils
Because piscidin interacts with heparin and its antimicrobial
activity is affected by heparin, we characterized the effects of
this GAG on the interactions of piscidin with Fprs. We selected
J. Biol. Chem. (2018) 293(40) 15381–15396
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Figure 6. Competition experiments between solution heparin oligosaccharides and surface heparin. A, sensorgrams of competition experiments
between solution heparin oligosaccharides and immobilized heparin. The experiments used 5 "M P1 and 1 "M heparin oligosaccharides in solution. B, bar
graphs of normalized P1 binding preference for surface heparin when the immobilized heparin competes with different sizes of heparin oligosaccharides in
solution. C, same as A but for P3. D, same as B but for P3. The experiments were performed in triplicate, with one representative data set displayed in A and C.
The bar graph data in B and D represent the mean $ S.D. for the triplicate. Statistical analysis shows p % 0.05 when dp8, dp10, and dp12 are compared with the
buffer control for the P1 data shown in B and when dp10 and dp12 are compared with the buffer control for the P3 data shown in D.

Cu2!-dependent chemotaxis and heparin-binding by piscidin

Fpr2 for this experiment given that P1/3 are more chemotactic
to it than Fpr1. We used the chemotaxis assay described above
since it directly reports on the biological activity of the peptides.
As shown in Fig. 12, heparin did not affect the chemotactic
effects of P1/3 within the experimental error. Thus, heparin
does not affect the ability of P1/3 to interact with Fpr2.
Although many chemokines typically need to interact with
GAGs to activate their receptors (22), piscidins do not appear to
require exogenous heparin to increase their efficacy on FPR
activation.

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this study provides the first
report of two AMPs that activate chemotaxis through FPR1 and
FPR2 in a copper-dependent fashion. Furthermore, our results
demonstrate that the two AMPs, P1 and P3, exclusively use
Fpr1 and Fpr2 for induction of neutrophil chemotaxis. Using
experiments measuring the expression of Fpr2 on the surface of
neutrophils, we then showed that P1 and P3 down-regulate
Fpr2, and thus cross-validated the direct ligand–FPR interactions indicated by the chemotaxis assays. Because neutrophils
are phagocytic cells, the internalization that accompanies the
down-regulation of FPRs on the surface of the cells could be
useful for the intracellular bacterial killing that piscidins perform in phagosomes (15). Given that P1 and P3 bind Cu2!
through their ATCUN motif, copper binding to their ATCUN
motif is a structure-altering event that decreases chemotaxis,
without evidence that the receptor–ligand-binding affinity is
affected since Cu2! did not affect Fpr2 expression. We previously showed that Cu2! binding enhances the direct antimicro-
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bial effects of P1 and P3, especially in the case of P3, which is
particularly effective at damaging DNA (27). Because P1 and P3
coexist with heparin and Cu2! in the mast cells of bony fish, we
also investigated the dual effects of heparin and Cu2! on their
antimicrobial activity. We found that the antimicrobial activity
of P3–Cu2!, which binds heparin more strongly than P3, is
significantly reduced in the presence of heparin, whereas the
potency of P1–Cu2! is not altered. Heparin does not affect
piscidin-induced FPR-mediated chemotaxis either. Fig. 13
summarizes the key interactions between ancient host-defense
molecules that our study unveils. Next, we discuss how this
knowledge helps us better understand the interactome of host
defense substances within immune cells.
In addition to being present in mast cells, piscidins are found
in phagocytic acidic granulocytes, the most prevalent circulating granulocytes in fish and functionally analogous to the neutrophils found in higher organisms (56). Both mast cells and
acidic granulocytes are involved in the short-term, nonspecific
innate immune response of fish (1, 4). Although it was previously known that piscidins kill bacteria extracellularly upon
degranulation of resident and circulating phagocytic cells (15),
and that they have anti-inflammatory effects on macrophages
(40, 41), it was not known whether they could activate membrane receptors on immune cells. Here, we demonstrate that P1
and P3 exclusively used Fpr1/2 to induce neutrophil chemotaxis. Because FPRs exist on the mast cells where piscidin are
stored, this result suggests a possible autocrine function, i.e. the
ability of the peptide to activate the cells from which they are
secreted.
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Figure 7. Solution GAGs/surface heparin competition. A, sensorgrams of competition experiments between solution GAGs and surface heparin. The assays
used 5 "M P1 and 1 "M GAGs in solution. B, bar graphs of normalized P1 binding preference to surface heparin when it competes with the indicated GAGs in
solution. C, same as A but for P3. D, same as B but for P3. The experiments were performed in triplicate, with one representative data set displayed in A and C.
The bar graph data in B and D represent the mean $ S.D. for the triplicate. Statistical analysis of the bar graph data in B and D shows p % 0.05 when CSE in
solution is compared with the buffer control and p % 0.005 when heparin (HP) in solution is compared with the buffer control.

Cu2!-dependent chemotaxis and heparin-binding by piscidin

Using FPR2-transfected HEK293 cells, we found that P1 and
P3 stimulate chemotaxis at concentrations comparable with
that used for the positive control, MMK-1 (Fig. 2). P1 and P3
share the commonality of FPR2-agonist effects with several
other !-helical, amphipathic, and cationic AMPs (e.g. LL-37,
pleurocidins) (13, 42). Interestingly, the pleurocidins that activate FPR2 share an XVGK motif (where X is His, Thr, or Lys) in
the middle of their sequences (13). P1 also boasts this motif,
starting at position 11 with a histidine (HVGK), whereas P3 and
LL-37 have a modified version of it (HAGR and KIGK, respectively). Thus, the reduced chemotactic activity of P3 compared
with P1 may be due to the substitution(s) at the second and/or
fourth position(s) of the motif. Notably, too, higher chemotactic and antimicrobial effects are correlated in pleurocidins.
Because P1 is more chemotactic and antimicrobial than P3, this
trend appears to hold true among piscidins.
Naturally-occurring ligands of FPR1 include several formyl
peptides and annexin (44, 45). Whereas only scolopendrasin III
and scolopendrasin V have been reported as selective AMP
agonists of FPR1 (i.e. they did not activate FPR2), very high
concentrations (40 – 60 "M) were required to induce chemotaxis comparable with the positive control, fMLF (46). Here,
we discovered that both P1 and P3 induce chemotaxis of FPR1transfected cells. Most notably, 1 "M P1 achieved the same CI as
1 "M fMLF (Fig. 2). Because FPR1 is involved in nociception

Figure 9. Sensorgrams of heparin–piscidin interactions under different
pH values. 5 "M P1 (A) and 5 "M P3 (B) were used at pH 5.5. The pH of the
control was 7.4. The experiments were performed in triplicate, with one representative data set displayed here.

(49), it is possible that some of P1’s anesthetic properties
involve FPR1. Indeed, Rittner and co-workers (57) recently
showed that FPR activation can induce the release of opioid
peptides from neutrophils, resulting in the inhibition of inflammatory pain.
Cu2! ions reduced FPR1/2-mediated chemotaxis by P1 and
P3, an effect that had not been previously tested for any FPR
agonist. This outcome could be explained by the structural
changes that take place at the amino end of piscidin upon copper binding (27) because the metal-bound structure of the peptide could experience a modified interaction with FPRs. The
decrease in chemotaxis in the presence of Cu2! was not accompanied by an increase in down-regulation of Fpr2 on the surface
of neutrophils, suggesting that the receptor–ligand affinity was
not affected by the metallation of the peptides. This is understandable because as mentioned above the XVGK motif of piscidin that may be involved in receptor binding is in the central
region of the peptide, and thus remote from the site of metallation. We speculate that the conformational changes induced by
Cu2! at the N terminus of P1/3 result in a change in the efficacy
of the receptor. GPCRs that are activated by diffusible ligands
are notoriously known for their conformational flexibility (58).
Thus, the structural changes occurring in piscidin upon metallation could modify the conformation of its receptor in a way
J. Biol. Chem. (2018) 293(40) 15381–15396
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Figure 8. Sensorgrams of heparin–piscidin interactions under different
salt concentrations. 5 "M P1 (A) and 5 "M P3 (B) were used under different
concentrations of NaCl. The experiments were performed in triplicate, with
one representative data set displayed here.

Cu2!-dependent chemotaxis and heparin-binding by piscidin

that alters the interface for G-protein activation and modulates
biological function.
Interestingly, piscidins are synthesized in fish with a C terminus that can be amidated (2). Amidation prolongs the half-life
of peptides thanks to enhanced resistance to proteolytic cleavage and is required for the bioactivity of regulatory peptides (59,
60). Scrutinizing the amino sequence of the pro-piscidin
sequence (28), we find that the mature sequence of piscidin is
followed by the Gly–Lys motif required for carboxypeptidase E
and the peptidylglycine !-amidating monooxygenase (PAM)
complex to cleave and amidate the C-terminal end of pro-sequences and produce mature peptides in multicellular organisms (59, 60). Interestingly, the PAM complex requires Cu2!,
oxygen, and ascorbate to perform its function (59, 61). Given
that AMPs undergo post-translational modifications in several
organelles (e.g. trans-Golgi apparatus and secretory granules)
where Cu2! is present (61), it is very likely that piscidins exist in
the metallated state before being secreted. Because the metallated forms of P1 and P3 are their most probable state posttranslationally, the rest of our discussion focuses on the biological effects of metallated P1 and P3.
Although the amidation of P1 and P3 does not affect their
antimicrobial activity, it is likely to play a role in their activation
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Figure 10. Sensorgrams of heparin–piscidin interactions in buffer with
different CuSO4 concentrations. 5 "M P1 (A) and 5 "M P3 (B) were used
under different concentrations of CuSO4. Three independent experiments
were performed in triplicate, with one representative set of triplicates shown
here.

of FPRs, as it does for other regulatory peptides (59, 60). Notably, piscidins have been found in neural tissues of fish, leading
to the speculation that they may be neurogenic peptides (31).
Although the cross-talk between the nervous and immune systems is a highly debated topic, there is evidence that the two
systems communicate to enhance homeostasis, and neural cells
are often in close proximity to immune cells (62–64). Some of
the molecules shared by the two systems include neuropeptides, such as neuropeptide Y (NPY), which not only activates
the NPY receptor but also has antimicrobial effects. In the case
of piscidin, our studies demonstrate that they act on FPRs that
exist on cells of the central nervous system (47–49). Further
investigation would thus be beneficial to determine whether
the presence of piscidin in neural tissues reflects some possible
neurogenic roles.
Because piscidin and heparin coexist in mast cells, we investigated their interactions by SPR and obtained Kd values of 9.31
and 46.9 "M for P1 and P3, respectively. The two peptides thus
have medium strength affinity for heparin. Some proteins and
peptides bind GAGs using Cardin-Weintraub– binding motifs,
“XBBXBX” and “XBBBXXBX”, where X is a hydropathic residue
and B is a basic residue, e.g. basic residues such as arginines and
lysines (65). Although the sequences of P1 and P3 do not follow
this pattern, they share the positions of their basic amino acids
with the exception that P1 carries a histidine at position 17,
while it is a glycine in P3 (Fig. 1). Tighter binding between
heparin P1 versus P3 may thus be explained by the additional
histidine in P1.
Compared with arginine and lysine, histidine experiences
weaker interactions with GAGs but confers pH sensitivity in
the 5.5–7.4 range used in our studies due to the intermediate
pKa of its side chain (66). In our pH studies, we found that acidic
pH reduces the binding of P1 and P3 to heparin, which would
make them more available for bacterial killing in phagosomes.
Our SPR results with heparin demonstrate another involvement of histidine in modulating the interactions of P1 and P3
with heparin. Indeed, the peptides have opposite responses to
Cu2!, with P1 experiencing decreased binding to heparin,
whereas the binding of P3 improves. These contrasted heparinbinding behaviors of P1 and P3 are paralleled by their different
oligosaccharide chain length requirements, and thus different
modes of interactions with heparin. Because the peptides use
their ATCUN (XXH) motif to bind Cu2!, part of their N-terminal sections, which include the copper-coordinating histidine at position 3 and another histidine at position 4, must be
implicated in differentiating their modes of binding to heparin.
Medium rather than high affinity of P1 and P3 for heparin is
important because it yields an equilibrium micromolar concentration of free peptides that advantageously matches their effective and safe biological concentrations for chemotaxis (following immune cell degranulation) and direct bacterial killing
(intra-/extracellularly). Thus, during active phagocytosis, when
the peptides are expected to be produced at concentrations on
the order of their MICs (typically 1–20 "M), they can be readily
released from heparin and become available for bacterial killing
and FPR-mediated chemotaxis.
Interestingly, structural studies of heparin– histamine complexes characterized by NMR have shown that the imidazole
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ring of histamine plays an important role in heparin binding
(67). Furthermore, it has been postulated that the abundance
of histidine in piscidin reflects a common evolutionary path
for histamine and piscidin (15). Thus, piscidins may have
coevolved with the major GAG component of mast cells to
establish an optimal range of binding strength with heparin, as
needed for favorable time-release during phagocytosis and
mast cell degranulation.
Important insights are gained from the experiments performed to characterize the antimicrobial activity of P1 and P3 in
the dual presence of Cu2! and heparin. On several accounts,
they relate back to the opposite effects that Cu2! has on the
interactions of P1 and P3 with heparin and their contrasted
mechanisms of cell death.
First, we show that the enhanced binding of P3–Cu2! to
heparin compared with P3 relates to the stronger inhibitory
effects that heparin has on P3–Cu2! at intermediate concentrations (5 and 10 "M). Conversely, P1–Cu2!, which experi-

ences decreased interactions with heparin compared with P1,
has an antimicrobial potency unaffected by heparin. Because
5 "M P1–Cu2! is fully inhibitory to bacterial growth in the
presence of heparin, although it takes 20 "M P3–Cu2! to start
overcoming the inhibitory effects of heparin, it appears that
under physiological conditions where the peptides co-exist
with heparin and other anionic biopolymers, P1 could be the
more efficacious peptide by a factor of 4.
Second, even though P3–Cu2! interacts strongly with heparin, it is almost fully inhibitory to bacterial growth at a concentration of 20 "M, whereas the activity of P3 remains almost
completely abolished by heparin. Thus, metallation of P3 is critical to helping it reach its bactericidal effects in the presence of
heparin.
Third, the data from the antimicrobial assays underscore that
the contrasted mechanisms of action of P1 and P3 (27, 38)
translate into different regulatory effects of Cu2! and heparin
on their efficacies. As an AMP that targets DNA, P3 binds this
J. Biol. Chem. (2018) 293(40) 15381–15396
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Figure 11. Inhibition of B. cereus growth by piscidin in the presence of heparin. The antimicrobial activities of P1 and P3 were investigated in the presence
of Cu2! and heparin. A, B. cereus cells (ATCC 4342) at a concentration of "2 # 105/ml were treated with an equal volume of P1 or P1–Cu2! at the indicated
concentration in the absence and presence of 1 "M heparin (HP). B, same as A but for P3 and P3–Cu2!. B. cereus alone was used as a control to calculate the %
live bacteria. Bars represent mean $ S.D. for experiments done in triplicate, with * and ** indicating comparisons that yield p % 0.05 and p % 0.01, respectively.
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Figure 13. Summary of the proposed local interactome between ancient immune molecules that reside in the mast cells of fish: histidine-rich piscidin
peptides, heparin, and Cu2!. The schematic illustration of the mast cells includes the nucleus (dark blue) and histamine, which is derived from histidine.
Piscidins, which contain histidines and an ATCUN motif, are pH-sensitive and coordinate Cu2!. These cationic AMPs experience interactions with heparin that
are in the micromolar range relevant to their FPR-mediated chemotactic activity following degranulation and bacterial killing in acidic phagosomes (orange)
or extracellularly. Cu2!, which enhances the antimicrobial activity of piscidins, regulates their interactions with heparin and FPRs (purple). In particular, it
increases FPR desensitization and aggregation back in the cells, an effect that is not altered by the presence of heparin.

anionic polymer more strongly than P1 (38). Similarly, its antimicrobial activity is strongly affected by heparin, another
strongly anionic biomolecule. Thus, the lower antimicrobial
activity of P1 compared with P3 could be due, at least partly, to
its trapping by the various anionic cellular components that it
encounters in the host and bacteria, a phenomenon that has
previously been observed for other AMPs (68). It is worth noting that optimizing a peptide sequence to bind strongly to DNA
represents an evolutionary conundrum for the host because
such a peptide is highly susceptible to anionic trapping. However, in the case of P3, it is a worthwhile endeavor because the
peptide kills bacteria in a way that is complementary to that of
P1 and has lower cytotoxicity on host cells. From this perspective, copper binding to P3 is very important because it helps
salvage its antimicrobial activity in the presence of anionic
polymers.
Comprehensively considered, our work shows that the interactions between copper-bound piscidins and heparin are finely
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tuned to allow them to reach their optimal windows of safe
concentration for antimicrobial and chemotactic activities,
while guarding against being unnecessarily exposed to proteolytic enzymes. Furthermore, the metallated peptides are more
antimicrobial. On a molecular level, the histidines of piscidin
underlie several key interactions within the local interactome of
piscidin, Cu2!, heparin, and FPRs: (i) metal binding requires a
histidine at position 3; (ii) a histidine is present in the motif that
they share with other FPR2 ligands; (iii) His-17 in P1 may be
involved in the enhanced binding of P1 to heparin, compared
with P3; (iv) piscidin– heparin interactions are pH-dependent
and weaker under conditions where the histidines are protonated, as it is the case in phagosomes.
In conclusion, the direct interaction of piscidin with copper
is an important regulatory feature to allow the peptide to coordinate its broad range of immune functions. Given the emergence of multidrug-resistant pathogens as a major public health
threat worldwide and the dearth of new lead candidates in the
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Figure 12. Effect of heparin on the ability of piscidin to induce chemotaxis activity for neutrophils. Bone marrow neutrophils from WT mice were used
to examine the effect of heparin on piscidin-induced chemotaxis of neutrophils. An experiment similar to that described in Fig. 3 was used. P1 and P3 at the
indicated concentrations were pre-incubated with 5 "M heparin (P1/3 ! Hep) for 20 min at 37 °C, before being tested for chemotactic activity for WT mouse
neutrophils. The experiments were performed three times in triplicate, with a representative set of triplicates being shown. The results are expressed as the
mean ($ S.D.) of the chemotaxis index (CI), denoting the fold increase in migrated cells in response to stimulants versus control (C). W peptide (W, 100 nM) was
used as a positive control. W peptide and P1 at all tested concentrations, and P3 at 2.5–10 "M, induced significant cell chemotaxis (p % 0.05). Preincubation of
the chemoattractants with heparin did not alter the capacity of the W or piscidin peptides to induce cell migration.

Cu2!-dependent chemotaxis and heparin-binding by piscidin
antibiotic drug pipelines, AMPs represent a promising class of
compounds to explore (8, 10, 69, 70). We anticipate that the
novel regulatory interactions between host-defense molecules
uncovered by our study will be useful to the design of new antiinfective and immunomodulatory therapeutics.

Preparation of piscidins
The peptides P1 and P3 were chemically produced by solidphase peptide synthesis at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center (Houston, TX). Purification was achieved
on reverse-phase HPLC on a C18 column, as reported previously (39, 72). The mobile phase consisted of a water/acetonitrile gradient acidified with trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). Mass
spectrometry was used to ensure that the collected fractions
contained pure peptides. Following purification and lyophilization, the peptides were brought up in dilute HCl to neutralize
the TFA used during HPLC and to substitute chloride for trifluoroacetate counterions. After further lyophilization, both
peptides were dissolved in nanopure water and dialyzed to
remove excess salt. The peptides were stored in the powder
form at '20 °C until they were needed for the experimental
work. At that point, they were dissolved in nanopure water, and
amino acid analysis was performed at the Texas A&M Protein
Chemistry Laboratory (College Station, TX) to confirm the
peptide sequences and obtain the concentrations of the
solutions.
Chemotaxis assays
The chemotactic activity of piscidins for FPR-transfected
HEK293 and neutrophil cells was measured by 48-well chemotaxis chambers. HEK293 transfected with murine FPR1 or
FPR2 were kind gifts from P. Murphy and J. L. Gao (NIAID,
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda). Bone marrow neutrophils were obtained from mice of a C57/B6 background defi-

Effect of piscidin on the expression of Fpr2 on the surface of
neutrophil cells
Bone marrow cells isolated from the femurs of WT mice were
treated with ACK lysing buffer (Quality Bio. Inc., Gaithersburg,
MD) to remove erythrocytes. They were cultured overnight at
37 °C in RPMI 1640 medium with 10% FCS and granulocyte–
colony-stimulating factor (20 ng/ml). Next, the cells were
washed three times with DPBS and incubated with fresh RPMI
1640 medium (10% FCS) at 37 °C for an additional hour in the
presence or absence of 1 "M fMLF, 1 "M P1/3 (P1/3), or 1 "M
P1/3 ! 1 "M Cu2!. The cells were then washed and treated with
FACSP buffer containing anti-CD16/32 mAb for 20 min at 4 °C
to eliminate nonspecific binding of mAb to Fc#II/IIIR, followed
by incubation with an anti-mouse Fpr2 mAb (GM1D6; Santa
Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX) and a goat anti-mouse IgGconjugated PE (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) for 30 min at 4 °C.
Finally, the cells were analyzed with a BD LSR II flow cytometer
using a BD FACSDiva Software (BD Biosciences).
Preparation of heparin biochip
Heparin (2 mg) and amine–PEG3–Biotin (2 mg, Pierce) were
dissolved in 200 "l of H2O and mixed with 10 mg of NaCNBH3.
The reaction mixture was heated at 70 °C for 24 h; after that, a
further 10 mg of NaCNBH3 was added, and the reaction was
carried for another 24 h. After cooling to room temperature, the
mixture was desalted with a spin column (3000 molecular
weight cutoff). Biotinylated heparin was freeze-dried for chip
preparation. The biotinylated heparin was immobilized to
streptavidin (SA) chip based on the manufacturer’s protocol. In
brief, 20 "l of solution of the heparin– biotin conjugate (0.1
mg/ml) in HBS-EP running buffer was injected over flow cell 2
(FC2) of the SA chip at a flow rate of 10 "l/min. The successful
immobilization of heparin was confirmed by the observation of
J. Biol. Chem. (2018) 293(40) 15381–15396
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Experimental procedures
Materials
The GAGs used were as follows: porcine intestinal heparin
(16 kDa) and porcine intestinal HS (12 kDa) (Celsus Laboratories, Cincinnati, OH); CSA (20 kDa) from porcine rib cartilage
(Sigma); CSB (30 kDa) from porcine intestine (Celsus Laboratories, Cincinnati, OH); CSC (20 kDa) from shark cartilage (Sigma); CSD (20 kDa) from whale cartilage (Seikagaku, Tokyo,
Japan); and CSE (20 kDa) from squid cartilage (Seikagaku). KS
(14.3 kDa) was isolated from bovine cornea (71). Heparin
oligosaccharides included tetrasaccharide (degree polymerization (dp4), hexasaccharide (dp6), octasaccharide (dp8),
decasaccharide (dp10), dodecasaccharide (dp12), which were
prepared from controlled partial heparin lyase 1 treatment of
heparin followed by size fractionation. Chemical structures of
these GAGs are shown in Fig. 1. Sensor SA chips were from
BIAcore (GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden). SPR measurements were performed on a BIAcore 3000 operated using BIAcore 3000 control and BIAevaluation software (version 4.0.1).
Tryptic soy broth (TSB) was purchased from BD Biosciences.
1# Dulbecco’s PBS was purchased from Gibco Life Technologies, Inc. (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).

cient in Fpr-1, Fpr-2, or both receptors as described previously
(73). Wells in the lower compartment of the chemotaxis chambers were filled with 25–27 "l of medium containing different
concentrations of chemoattractants. For the assays with the
HEK293 cells, the lower compartments were then covered with
10-"m pore polycarbonate membranes (NeuroProbe, Cabin
John, MD) due to the large size of the cells. Membranes were
coated with 200 "g/ml Matrigel (Corning). Coating with matrix
proteins was necessary to promote the adhesion of the cells to
the membrane, before migration. Cells in RPMI 1640 medium
containing 1% BSA (50 "l, 1.8 # 106/liter) were placed in wells
of the upper compartment. After incubation of the chambers at
37 °C for 240 min, the membranes were collected, removed of
nonmigrating cells on the upper surface of the membrane,
fixed, and stained with Three-Step Stain Set (ThermoFisher
Scientific). For chemotaxis assays with murine neutrophils,
5-"m pore-size polycarbonate filters and an incubation time of
60 min at 37 °C were used. The results are expressed as the
mean $ S.D. of CI, representing the fold increase in the number
of migrated cells, counted in three high-powered fields, in
response to chemoattractants over spontaneous cell migration
(i.e. control medium without chemoattractant). The CI is calculated as the cell number in response to stimulants/cell number in response to control medium (i.e. no stimulant).
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an "200-resonance unit (RU) increase in the sensor chip. The
control flow cell (FC1) was prepared by a 1-min injection with
saturated biotin. We note that the structure of heparin is conserved across species, and porcine and fish heparins are similar
(74 –76).
Measurement of interactions between heparin and piscidin
using BIAcore

Solution competition study between heparin on chip surface
and complexes of piscidin with heparin-derived
oligosaccharides in solution using SPR
Piscidin (5 "M) mixed with 1 "M heparin oligosaccharides,
including tetrasaccharide (dp4), hexasaccharide (dp6), octasaccharide (dp8), decasaccharide (dp10), and dodecasaccharide
(dp12) in HBS-EP buffer were injected over a heparin chip at a
flow rate of 30 "l/min. After each run, the dissociation and the
regeneration were performed as described above. For each set
of competition experiments on SPR, a control experiment (only
protein without any heparin or oligosaccharides) was performed to make sure the surface was completely regenerated
and that the results obtained between runs were comparable.
Solution competition study between heparin on chip surface
and GAG–piscidin complexes in solution using SPR
For testing the inhibitory effects of other GAGs to the
piscidin– heparin interaction, piscidin at (5 "M) was pre-mixed
with 1 "M GAG injected over the heparin chip at a flow rate of
30 "l/min. After each run, a dissociation period and regeneration protocol was performed as described above.
Effect of buffer conditions on heparin–piscidin interactions
Samples of the standard SPR HBS-EP buffer (0.01 M HEPES,
150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.005% surfactant P20, pH 7.4) were
modified to contain 250, 500, and 1000 mM NaCl or adjusted to
pH 5.5, respectively, to measure the effect of buffer conditions
on heparin–piscidin interactions. Samples in HBS-P buffer
(0.01 M HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 0.005% surfactant P20, pH 7.4)
were added with 10 and 5 mM CuSO4 to measure the effect of
Cu2! on heparin–piscidin interactions. The RUmax signal
obtained under these varying conditions was normalized with
respect to the RUmax of the control sample (e.g. sample at 150
mM NaCl), so that we could exclude the effects of nonspecific
binding and false positives, and therefore determine how the
changing conditions were influencing binding with respect to
the control conditions.
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To characterize the activity of piscidin in the presence of
copper and heparin, we used B. cereus (ATCC 4342) provided
as a kind gift from Ravi Kane (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Troy, NY). The strains were stored at '80 °C in 25% glycerol.
B. cereus cells were grown in TSB to the exponential phase at
37 °C at 220 rpm. The inhibition rates were determined using a
microdilution technique, following the guidelines providing by
the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI). 100 "l
of suspensions of B. cereus were diluted to about 2 # 105
CFU/ml using TSB and incubated with 100 "l of each compound dissolved in PBS for 16 h at 37 °C and 225 rpm. The OD
of each well was measured at 600 nm. The percentage of live
bacteria was calculated as (ODexp ' ODbackground)/(ODcontrol '
ODbackground) # 100, where ODexp is the OD of bacteria incubated with piscidin, heparin, or the piscidin– heparin combination; ODbackground is the OD of the 1:1 (v/v) PBS/TSB mixture;
ODcontrol is the OD of the bacteria without piscidin or heparin.
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